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This paper describes advances in the authors’ face detection and recognition technologies. For face
detection, a hierarchical scheme for combined face and eye detection has been developed based on
the Generalized Learning Vector Quantization method to achieve precise face alignment. For face recognition,
the perturbation space method has been improved to reduce the adverse effects of illumination changes as well as
pose changes by using a standard face model. Experimental results have revealed that the proposed method
outperforms our previously employed method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there have been great expectations
of biometric authentication in view of increasing vicious crimes and terrorist threats. Biometric authentication is the automatic identification or identity
verification of an individual based on physiological or
behavioral characteristics such as fingerprint, iris,
face, vein, voice, and so on. These kinds of authentications are most commonly used to safeguard international borders, control access to facilities, and enhance computer network security.
Face authentication has interesting characteristics that other biometrics do not have; facial images
can be captured from a distance, any special actions
are not always required for authentication, and a
crime-deterrent effect can be expected because the
captured images can be recorded and we can see who
the person is at a glance. Due to such characteristics,
the face recognition technique is expected to be applied widely not only to security applications such as
video surveillance but also to image indexing, image
retrievals and natural user interfaces.
The authors have previously developed face detection and recognition technologies[1]. Subsequently,
several improvements have been accomplished on the
previous method. This paper describes such advances
in the authors’ face detection and recognition technologies. For face detection, a hierarchical scheme for
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combined face and eye detection has been developed
based on the Generalized Learning Vector Quantization method (GLVQ). For face recognition, the perturbation space method has been improved to reduce the
adverse effects of illumination changes as well as
pose changes. This paper is organized as follows: Face
detection technology and face recognition technology
are described in Section 2 and Section 3, respectively.
Experimental results are given in Section 4, and conclusions are presented in Section 5.
2. FACE DETECTION AND ALIGNMENT
Face detection has two important tasks; one is to
determine facial regions in an image against various
backgrounds, and the other is to determine alignment
of each face such as position, size and rotation to
obtain better performance in face recognition. Assuming that the face is rigid, its pose is completely defined
by six parameters; three coordinates and three rotation angles in three-dimensional space. If the face is a
frontal view, its pose can be defined by four parameters, because the degree of rotational freedom decreases from three to one; that is, in-plane rotation.
Therefore, most face detection algorithms focus on
determining the position of both eyes in the image,
which has four free parameters. To take account of its
out-of-plane rotation, another facial feature point
should be detected; the center of the mouth for example, or face recognition algorithms should be designed to be robust with respect to such variations.
Much work has been done in face detection so
far[2]. Skin colors are often used to determine facial
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regions because of ease of implementation, but its
performance is easily degraded by illumination
changes. View-based methods achieve very high performance for detecting faces against complicated
backgrounds without using skin colors[3,4]. However,
these methods consume much time for searching facial regions exhaustively over the image. Moreover,
face alignment is not so precise in general, because
such methods ignore high-frequency components of
the image to speed up searching.
The authors have developed a hierarchical scheme
for face detection and alignment in order to improve
performance. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the
proposed method. In face detection, the face position
is roughly determined using low-frequency components by searching over multi-scale images taking
account of in-plane rotation. And then in eye detection, the position of both eyes is determined precisely
by a coarse-to-fine search using high-frequency components of the image. View-based method has been
employed for these detectors in which templates are
trained by Generalized Learning Vector Quantization
(GLVQ) as shown next.
2.1 Generalized Learning Vector Quantization
GLVQ[5,6] is a learning method of templates, as
used in nearest neighbor classifiers, based on Minimum Classification Error (MCE) criterion. MCE
minimizes the smoothed empirical risk defined by
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For nearest neighbor classifiers, the classifier parameter consists of reference vectors called templates; that is, θ = {m ki | k = 1,  , K ; i = 1,  , N k }
where N k is the number of reference vectors in class
ω k. In GLVQ, the misclassification measure is defined as follows to ensure convergence of reference
vectors:

ρ k (x n ;θ ) =

d k (x n ;θ ) − d l (x n ; θ )
,
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where d k (x n ; θ ) is the squared Euclidian distance between x n and the nearest reference vector mki of class
ω k to which x n belongs, and likewise dl( x n ;θ) is the
squared Euclidian distance between x n and the nearest reference vector mlj of the other classes. Then we
can obtain GLVQ learning rule for these two reference vectors as follows:

(1)

m ki ← m ki + εw( ρ k (x n ; θ ))

where x n (n = 1,  , N ) and ω k (k = 1, , K ) denote
training samples and classes, respectively, and 1(·) is
an indicator function such that 1(true)=1 and
1(false)=0. "(· ) is a smoothed loss function defined by
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ρ k (x n ; θ ) is called a misclassification measure as explained later. The classifier parameter θ can be updated for a given x n to minimize the smoothed empirical risk as follows in an online learning form called
probabilistic descent:
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where ξ (> 0) controls the slant of the sigmoid function, and when goes to infinity, Eq. (1) becomes identical to the empirical loss in Bayes decision theory.
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where w( ρ k (x;θ )) = 4"( ρ k (x;θ )){1 − "( ρ k (x;θ ))}. In addition, GLVQ employs a simulated annealing technique to avoid getting trapped in local minima, in

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed face detection and alignment method.
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which the slant parameter ξ is set to a small positive
number at the beginning and is increased during
learning.
2.2 Face Detection
Figure 2 shows the flow of the proposed face detection system. First, multi-scale images are generated
from an input image, and then reliability maps are
generated by GLVQ. Finally, these maps are merged
through interpolation to obtain final results. The reliability maps are generated by scanning the multiscale images with templates as shown in Fig. 3. The
reliability is calculated by

ρ (x) = (d NF (x) − d F (x)) /(d NF (x) + d F (x)) ,

(8)

where d F (x) and d NF (x) denote the minimum distances between a query sub-image x and templates
which belong to face and non-face categories, respectively. The value of ρ(x) ranges in [-1, 1], and if the
value is positive, the query sub-image is regarded as
face. Figure 4 shows examples of face images and

non-face images used in GLVQ training. The size of
face was normalized on the basis of eye positions. To
take account of in-plane rotation, rotated face images
were also added to the training samples as shown in
Fig. 5.
Since searching speed depends on the size of templates, reducing the image resolution is effective for
speeding up searching. However, doing this degrades
face detection performance, because high-frequency
components of the image vanish. To solve this problem, high-frequency components are extracted before
reducing the image size in our method. Figure 6
shows an example of extracting high-frequency features from the image; that is, extracting edge
strength for each direction. The size of these edge
images is reduced by summing them up in local areas.
Since the size of each multi-scale image can be reduced as well, the searching speed can be improved
without noticeably degrading the performance.
2.3 Eye Detection
Eye detection determines the precise position of

Fig. 2 Processing flow of the face detection.

Fig. 3 Scanning multi-scale images with templates.

Fig. 4 Examples of face images and non-face images used in GLVQ training for
face detection.
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both eyes by a course-to-fine search as shown in Fig.
7. First, a grid is assumed on the image centered at
the initial position of each eye, which was determined
by face detection. Next, the reliability of the eye is
calculated for each grid point in the same manner as
in the face detection. The most likely point for each
grid is selected for the candidate for the eye and then
the size of the grid is reduced for the next search.
Templates were trained by GLVQ with eye images
and non-eye images as in the face detection. However,
in order to preserve high-frequency components of the
image, training samples were zoomed in to the eye
regions as shown in Fig. 8.
3. FACE RECOGNITION
Face recognition is to calculate similarities or
scores between a query facial image and enrolled
facial images. Several methods have been proposed
thus far; extracting effective features from whole facial images based on principal component analysis[7],
extracting local features based on local feature analysis[8], and extracting relative positions of facial landmarks[9]. The performance of face recognition degrades by two factors: one is global image variations
caused by pose and illumination changes, and the

other is local image variations caused by facial expression, aging, wearing glasses and so on. However,
such variations are not taken into account explicitly
in the above previously discussed methods.
To reduce such adverse effects, two key technologies have been developed; the perturbation space
method for global image variations, and adaptive regional blend matching for local image variations.
3.1 Perturbation Space Method
For reducing the adverse effect of global image
variations, a model based approach is very effective,
because such variations are caused by physical properties. As mentioned, the position and the rotation of
the face in three-dimensional space can be described
by six degrees of freedom. Moreover, it has been
shown that illumination changes can be described no
more than ten degrees of freedom[10]. Thus, face recognition using a three-dimensional facial model improves the recognition performance greatly even if a
pose or illumination changes. However, this method
requires the individual’s own facial shape and reflectance on the surface, thus it cannot be applied to
ordinary face recognition systems based on image
matching.
We have developed a standard face model to

Fig. 5 Examples of face images taking account of in-plane rotation.

Fig. 6 Example of extracting edge strength for each direction.

Fig. 7 Processing flow of course-to-fine search in eye detection.
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Fig. 8 Examples of eye images and non-eye images used in GLVQ training for eye detection.

Fig. 9 Conceptual figure of generation of various facial images using standard face model.

generate various facial appearances. This face model
consists of a three dimensional facial surface and a
set of illumination bases as shown in Fig. 9. For pose
changes, the enrolled image is mapped onto the three
dimensional facial surface, and is rotated in three
dimensional space to simulate out-of-plane pose
changes. For illumination changes, various shaded
images are generated from the enrolled image using
the illumination bases which were obtained by executing principal component analysis (PCA) on various facial images.
If all of these generated images are enrolled to the
database, it may take long to compare between a
query and the database in the recognition process. To
solve this problem, these images are compressed using PCA, and the comparison is executed using the
following equation:
M

D (x) =|| x − µ || −∑ {φ (x − µ )}
2

2
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j
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where x is the query image, µ is the mean of all
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Fig. 10 Conceptual figure of adaptive regional blend matching.

generated images, and φj is the j-th eigenvector obtained by PCA. Eq. (9) denotes the squared distance
between x and the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors. This method, which is called the perturbation
space method, achieves fast comparisons in the
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Fig. 11 Experimental results of face recognition for several databases.

recognition process, taking account of pose and illumination changes.
3.2 Adaptive Regional Blend Matching
For local image variations, robust image matching
is desirable because the modeling of facial expressions change and aging effects, or wearing glasses is
quite a difficult problem. To reduce the adverse effects of such local changes, adaptive regional blend
matching has been developed.
As shown in Fig. 10, the enrolled image and the
query image are divided into N segments, and a score
S[i] is calculated for each pair of segments by the
perturbation space method. Some scores having
larger values are taken into account for calculating
the final score, instead of using all of them. This
means that segments in the query image which are
quite different from the corresponding segments in
the enrolled image are neglected for calculating the
final score, so that this method achieves robust
matching with respect to local image variations.
4. EXPERIMENTS
Face recognition experiments were conducted to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method
for several databases collected in our laboratories.
DB1 and DB2 contain aging effects, DB3 contains
facial expression changes, and DB4 contains illumination changes. The number of persons represented
in each database is from 200 to 1,000.
Figure 11 shows experimental results by the proposed method compared with our previous method.
Equal error rate (EER) is the performance measure of
verification in which the threshold for scores is tuned
so that its false acceptance rate is equal to its false
rejection rate. The identification rate is the probability that the 1st candidate having the highest score is

the genuine person. The performance of the proposed
method is drastically improved compared with the
previous method, and its performance is almost the
same as the case that eye positions were given by
hand instead of using face detection. It can be said
that the accuracy of eye positions by the proposed face
detection method is almost the same as human estimation.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper has described advances in the authors’
face detection and recognition technologies. For face
detection, a hierarchical scheme for combined face
and eye detection has been developed, based on the
Generalized Learning Vector Quantization method.
For face recognition, the perturbation space method
has been improved to reduce the adverse effects of
illumination changes as well as of pose changes. Experimental results reveal that the proposed method
achieves much higher performances for several databases than by our previous method. It is also revealed
that the accuracy of eye positions by the proposed face
detection method is almost the same as for human
estimation. This would be greatly helpful for putting
automatic face recognition into practice. In future
works, estimating three-dimensional facial shape
from an image should be developed to improve the
recognition performance even further.
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